
More Comments on the SOMAP by Merv Eberhardt of Huntsville, Alabama. 
 
Recall that the SOMAP was presented and described in SOMA Newsletter, 25 May 2003, The Complete "SOMAP," is 
Found by William Kustes. This article adds some detail to that article to better understand the process of 
identifying the SOMA Cube solutions depicted on the SOMAP and to follow the two- and three-piece swaps that 
connect the SOMA Cube solutions. 
 
The key points of the article are as follows: 
 
*) Back on a particularly rainy afternoon in 1961 British mathematicians J.H. Conway and M.J.T. Guy produced the 
complete list of all the 240 SOMA Cube solutions by hand. Later this list was presented as a chart, called the 
"SOMAP" in the book Winning Ways. To date there has never been a list of 240 SOMA Cube solutions published that 
correspond to the SOMAP. [Spoiler Alert – I’ve solved the SOMAP.] 
 
*) The map shows a coded description of each cube solution and connects each to other solutions by rearranging 
two or three pieces within the cubes. [It can be broken into 19 rows (A-S) and 38 columns.] 
 
*) Conway and Guy used a multi-colored SOMA cube to generate the map. But the map itself is only typed as black 
on white. So, single letter designations were used for each piece. 
 
*) The SOMAP that was included in the SOMA News Letter is based on the following color scheme:  
Brown=B=piece1(V); Yellow=Y=2(L); Green=G=3(T); Orange=O=4(Z); blUe=U=5(Left twist); Red=R=6(Right twist);  
and blAck=A=7(Pyramid or Tripod). Note: the () denotes piece shape. 
[Note: the color scheme that is used in the SOMAP that was published in the book Winning Ways is different.] 
 
*) A Cube solution is coded in terms of Deficiency, Centrality, and Dexterity (DCn) or SOMATYPE. This coding 
system uniquely identifies the orientation of each piece within a Cube solution. [There are eleven SOMATYPEs 
shown on the SOMAP.] 
 
*) A piece is DEFICIENT if it doesn’t occupy its maximum number of possible corners of a Cube solution. 
                    
*) A piece is CENTRAL if it occupies the center 1x1x1 unit cube of a Cube solution. 
 
*) The DEXTERITITY of a Cube solution focuses on the orientation of pieces 1, 2, and 4. This is determined by 
physically examining the faces of the Cube to see if piece 1 (B) looks like a “small L”, or if piece 2 (Y) looks 
like a “large L”, or if piece 4 (O) looks like a “Z”.  The piece numbers of those pieces that do look like an 
alphabetic letter are added together to become the DEXTERITY value.  It ranges from 0-7 and indicates exactly 
the orientation of pieces 1, 2, and 4 (powers of two). This can be seen from the TOP slice of a cube layout, but 
definitely NOT from the BOT slice of a cube layout. Again, pick up the cube and look at all six sides, orient it 
to have piece 1 (B), 2 (Y), or 4 (O) on an edge. 
 
Dexterity  0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
      B/1  0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 
      Y/2  0 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 
      O/4  0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 
 
*) Bill decoded four cube codes: RU1d, YU2c, and A4n, and U3b. 
 
RU1d=651d tells that piece 6 (R) is DEFICIENT, piece 5 (U) is CENTRAL, piece 1 (B) looks like a “small L”.  
YU2c=252c tells that piece 2 (Y) is DEFICIENT, piece 5 (U) is CENTRAL, piece 2 (Y) looks like a “large L”. 
A4n=74n tells that piece 7 (A) is DEFICIENT and CENTRAL, piece 4 (O) looks like a “Z”. 
U3b=534 tells that piece 5 (U) is DEFICIENT and CENTRAL, piece 1 (B) and 2 (Y) look like alphabet letters, and 
piece 4 (O) is backwards or not seen on a cube face, for a total DEXTERITY VALUE of 3=1+2+0. 
 
*) A two-piece swap between two Cube solutions is indicated by a solid line with the designation of the two 
pieces to be swapped in <>. 
 
*) A three-piece swap between two Cube solutions is indicated by a dashed line with the designation of the three 
pieces to be swapped in <>. 
 
*) Bill goes through two examples: RU5b---by---RU6d and O1l---you---U3g. 
 
*) RU5b---by---RU6d can be found on the center (left) bottom of the map. This means piece 6 (R) is DEFICIENT, 5 
(U) is CENTRAL, DEXTERITY VALUE is 5 (=1+0+4) pieces 1 (B) and 4 (O) look like alphabet letters on the face. ---
by--- tells to swap pieces 1 (B) and 2 (Y) to get RU6d which has the same DEFICIENCY and CENTRALITY since 
neither pieces R nor U were swapped but piece 1 (B) was changed into the sinister position and piece 2 (Y) into 
the dexter position to change the DEXTERITY to 6 (=0+2+4). 
 
*) O1l---you---U3g can be found at the top right of the SOMAP. This link is a 3-piece rearrangement of pieces 2 
(Y), 4 (O), and 5 (U). Which means 4 (O) is DEFICIENT and CENTRAL, DEXTERITY VALUE is 1 (=1+0+0); rearrange 
pieces 2 (Y), 4 (O), and 5 (U); the result is piece 5 is DEFICIENT and CENTRAL, DEXTERITY VALUE is 3 (=1+2+0). 
 
*) In slice notation:  
 
A A Y      A A B          B Y Y              B U O 
A R R      A R R          B O A              B U A 
O R G      O R G          G A A              G A A 
 RU5b       RU6d            O1l                U3g  
A B Y      A B B          R O Y              R O O 
O U G <by> O U G          B O U - - <you>- - B U U 
O R G      O R G          G G A              G G A 
                                                  
B B Y      Y Y Y          R O Y              R O Y 
O U Y      O U Y          R R U              R R Y 
U U G      U U G          G U U              G Y Y 
 
So, your question must be “HOW DID YOU KNOW THAT?” 
 
We, I’ve solved the entire SOMAP and I just looked up the two examples used by Bill Kustes. 



 
My article on the beginning of this process can be perused as SOMA Newsletter, 9 May 2016, A Way to Solve the 
SOMAP.  
 
Bill suggests: How do you get started following the SOMAP?  
*) Use the 7 pieces to assemble the cube.  
*) Determine which piece is not supplying a corner. This piece is DEFICIENT.  
*) Determine which piece supplies the center block. This piece is CENTRAL.  
*) Look for pieces 1, 2, and 4 on the faces of the cube.  
   The piece number of any that look like alphabetic letters are added to generate the total DEXTERITY VALUE.  
*) Now formulate the cube code and look for it among the 240 solutions on the SOMAP.  
*) If you find a match you can follow the 2- and 3-piece rearrangements to get to all other cube solutions.  
*) If you do not find a match, then you may have made a cube code reflection.  
*) Take your cube apart, make a new one, and try again. 
*) One of the dirty little secrets of the SOMA Cube puzzle is that an R-U Reflection of any Cube solution is 
also a Cube solution. Thus, there are 480 solutions to the SOMA Cube puzzle.  The SOMAP shows 240 Cube solutions 
that can be uniquely connected by two- and three-piece swaps. 
 
OR, you could start with my article and the RU2b<gy>RU0a<go>RU4a<oy>RU2a solution at the center bottom of the 
SOMAP. (Much easier! Betcha, betcha.) 
 
In any case, get out your SOMA cubes and get started. I’d suggest starting with my “genesis” Cube solution, 
RU2a, and follow my example to construct RU2b<gy>RU0a<go>RU4a<oy>RU2a. Then try the <ru> swaps to get 
U2b<gy>U0a<go>U4a<oy>U2a in row R. From RU2b construct <bo>RU2c<bg>. That will bring you to RU2h<gy>RU0b<go>RU2e 
in row J. <ru> swaps up from there to construct U2h<gy>U0b<go>U2e in row I.  
 
Another adventure from RU2a vertically: RU2a<ru>U2a<bu>B2f<br>R3j<ar>A3j<ab>B2i in column 29.  Follow each of 
those Cube solutions left through <gy><go><oy>. 
 
Back to RU2h<gy>RU0b<go>RU4b<oy>RU2e. Travel down through <ru> swaps. 
Then from U2h<gy>U0b<go>U4b<oy>U2e up through <bu> swaps. 
 
Now you are on your way! 
 
The true joy and wonderment of these transitions is realized by having a set of SOMA pieces and physically 
making the two-and three-piece swaps between the layouts.  
 
Another satisfying discovery is to verify the SOMATYPE (Deficiency, Centrality, Dexterity) changes from the 
swaps. 
 
Please let me know if these short articles are useful or interesting to you as you perfect your SOMAPmanship. 
 
 


